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Introduction
Music can be considered as a vibrational event that impinges upon the 
body and the mind. As such, it can be defined at two levels of descrip-
tion : the physical level of the sounds and the physiological level of 
reactions to the sounds. The former calls forth the acoustics of sound 
production and propagation; the latter is related to sensation and per-
ception. Both levels involve each other, but the search for linear causal 
relations between them has been difficult and unconvincing up to now. 
There is, in fact, no “pharmaceutical model” that explains the effects of 
music in terms of structural features of the sounds (Sloboda 2005 : 319). 
The effects, moreover, are not only triggered by human physiology, but 
are mediated also by the listener’s choices and mental states. It makes 
sense, therefore, to conceive of musical sense-making in interactional 
and enactive terms as a kind of active perceptual exploration with a lot 
of freedom for each individual listener. There is, however, the level of 
psychophysics and to some extent also the level of psychobiology where 
some linearity between the sensory input and the corresponding reac-
tions by the listener can be shown. There are, in fact, some triggering 
forces in the physical features of the sound that can modulate perceptual 
reactions in a quasi-causal way (Reybrouck & Eerola 2017a). It has been 
demonstrated, e.g., that there are several categories of psychophysical 
problems in general that seem to be invariant among humans, such as 
the determination of absolute and differential thresholds, the judgment 
of equality, order, equality of intervals on a scale, equality of ratios and 
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stimulus rating (Stevens 1951 : 33). 

Translated to the domain of music, this means that we should look 
for some reliable correlations between acoustic signals and their per-
ceptual processing, such as, e.g., the relationship between a physical 
variable like intensity and a perceptual variable like perceived loudness. 
In music studies, however, the term psychophysical has been used also 
in a broader sense to designate those characteristics to which basic 
auditory processes naturally respond. They encompass properties such 
as tempo, pitch range, melodic complexity and rhythmic complexity, all 
of which can be defined and assessed independently of musical conven-
tions of any particular culture (Balkwill 1997). The level of psychobiology, 
on the other hand, deals with the transition from physical or acoustic 
stimuli to mental experiences (Uttal 1973). It is concerned with the 
mind-body relationship, in stating that psychological properties arise 
out of physiological processes. As such, it should be possible to provide 
explanations for psychological functions by observing the underlying 
physiological processes, which is, in a nutshell the axiom of psychobio-
logical equivalence (Uttal 1978 : 10; Reybrouck 2013).

The psychobiological claims are challenging. They provide empiri-
cal grounding for insights that were intuitive to some extent. Relying 
on results from neuroimaging and morphometric studies, they revolve 
around three major domains : (i) the localization of functions in the 
brain and the search for anatomical markers for musical skills; (ii) the 
representation or coding of cognitive processes in neural networks, and 
(iii) the dynamic change or learning as a result of experience. The latter 
has furthered a considerable number of studies on neural plasticity and 
structural and functional adaptation of the brain as the result of continu-
ous and prolonged musical experiences (Reybrouck & Brattico 2016).

Dealing with Music : Broadening of Scope
There is a subjective element in musical sense-making that goes 

beyond the level of physical-sensorial description of the sounds and the 
physiological processing by the listener. Subjectivity, however, is not to 
be equated with unlimited freedom. There are, in fact, biological and 
ecological constraints on what is considered as music and on the ways 
of coping with the sounds. It makes sense, therefore, to elaborate on 
the concept of music and listener in ecological terms as an interaction 
between an organism and its environment. 

Defining music, first, is not an easy task, as music is not a well-
defined and static category but an umbrella term that encompasses both 
Western art music, popular music and the musics of the world. There is 
even a whole universe of sounds and noises that can be qualified also 
as music, dependent on the deliberate intentions of the listener who 
can raise the sonic environment to the level of music (Reybrouck 2015). 
This holds true for sounds in general but also for noises and all kinds of 
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noise music (Cassidy & Einbond 2013; Cumming 2000; Voegeli 2010). 
It makes sense, therefore, to conceive of music not merely in terms of 
historic or geographic styles or genres, but in terms of sound. Music, in 
that view, is a vibrational event that impinges upon the senses (Eidsheim 
2012), stressing the materiality of music-as-heard with sound as its 
major defining category. It makes it possible to conceive of music as 
a subclass of the more encompassing sonic universe and to cope with 
music in terms of a sounding environment. 

Listeners, on the other hand, can “cope” with this environment. They 
can be considered as organisms that interact with their environment, to 
use the ecological framework that stresses the reciprocity of perceiver 
and environment (Lombardo 1987; Reybrouck 2005). The question, how-
ever, what these interactions are. There is, in fact, a distinction between 
physical actions – as in playing a music instrument – and epistemic 
interactions with the sounds. The latter, especially, are interesting as 
they break away from biological constraints, which are related to the 
use of sensory and motor tools as natural interfaces of the body to in-
teract with its environment. They make it possible to introduce cognitive 
tools as well and to enlarge the scope of interactions that occur between 
listeners and the sounding music. 

Musical sense-making, in this view, is an active process of knowl-
edge construction (Reybrouck 2017a), with a shift from naïve realism 
that takes the world as it is to cognitive realism that sees the world as 
having the mark of our own structure. Knowledge, accordingly, is to be 
defined as the result of an ongoing interpretation that emerges from our 
capacities of understanding which are rooted in the structure of our 
biological embodiment (Varela et al. 1991). Such a view is typically a 
non-objectivist orientation to semantics : it views cognition as enaction 
and is consonant with the “experiential” approach to cognition, which 
accounts for what meaning is to human beings, rather than trying to 
replace it by reference to a metaphysical account of a reality external 
to human experience (Lakoff 1987). 

Music as Environment
Conceiving of music as environment entails an ecological approach 

to listening (Reybrouck, 2015). Rather than equating it in terms of musi-
cal works, it espouses a broader definition of music as a subuniverse of 
the more encompassing sonic universe, which can be considered as the 
totality of sounding elements that represent all possible combinations 
of individual vibrational events (Cogan 1984). Some of them are able to 
elicit reactions which can be explained in physiological and biological 
terms and which can be processed in a rather direct way. Other ele-
ments, on the contrary, need more processing efforts and are meaningful 
only to the extent that they are cognitively mediated. There is, as such, 
a multiplicity of levels of processing with a continuum from low level 
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reactivity to higher level cognitive processing of the sounds (Reybrouck 
& Eerola 2017).

Some of the sounding stimuli are biologically relevant – as in the 
case of a threatening environment – but most of them are not. In both 
cases, however, listeners may be invited to “cope” with them either in 
terms of approach or withdrawal. This is obvious in an ecological setting, 
such as living in a challenging environment, where survival depends 
on avoiding predators as well as on finding food and the construction 
of a shelter. It is possible, however, to apply this also to the realm of 
music with a gradual rather than a qualitative distinction between the 
processing of environmental sounds and music. All sounds, in fact, are 
caused by vibration, but not all vibrational events are perceived in a 
similar way. There is, first, the much-used distinction between sound and 
noise. Sounds, in a musical context, are equated mainly with periodic 
and complex vibrations that are generated by musical instruments and/
or by the human voice. They produce harmonics – vibration frequencies 
that add up to the fundamental vibration frequency and that multiples 
of these frequencies –, which are perceived mostly as pleasant and pre-
ferred auditory stimuli. Noise, on the contrary, consists of vibrations 
that result in irregular frequencies, with inconsistencies of tension, 
stress and configuration, and which mostly produces fatigue, stress, 
hyperalerting responses and startle reflexes in listeners (Maschke et al. 
2000; Standley 2002). This distinction, however, is somewhat arbitrary 
as there are cases of noise music that are qualified without contest as 
music. Many musical sounds, moreover, do not consist merely of har-
monic sounds but encompass also a lot of noisy elements, due to the 
mechanics of sound production. Yet, there is a conception of ambient 
noise, that can be defined as the totality of noises that can be heard in 
one’s environment and that are present but not chosen by the listener 
(Wagner 1994). As such, they exist in the environment but without the 
possibility of controlling their volume, duration, location, or cause/ef-
fect relationships.

There is, further, a lot of freedom in the way how listeners direct 
their attention to the sonic universe. There are, however, biological and 
ecological constraints on coping with the sounds. The former relate to 
limitations of the sensory modalities (Reybrouck 2017b), such as their 
sensory range, acuity and resolving power (absolute and differential 
thresholds). The latter capitalize on the former but go beyond the level 
of sensation and psychophysical processing. Rather than dealing with 
the sonic environment in terms of its acoustic properties, listeners are 
attuned to perceive sounds as auditory events (Gaver 1993). This is in 
consonance with the claims of event perception in general (Hommel et 
al. 2001; Wittmann 2011) with events being defined as higher-order 
variables that are characterized by an extension in time. It means, 
further, that listeners have access to information in a rather direct 
way, relying on “pickup” rather than on “processing” of the sounds. As 
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such, they search for ecological events, which are continuous in their 
unfolding but discrete in their labeling and which make them apt for 
recognition and identification without much cognitive effort (Balzano 
1986; Lombardo 1987). 

Such “direct perception” is grounded in ecological theory, which 
claims that perception occurs immediately without the mind interven-
ing in this process. It involves direct contact with the sensory stimuli 
with estimation of the content occurring in a lock-and-key approach 
(Michaels & Carello 1981). It is much less demanding, in fact, to recog-
nize a sounding object or event as a discrete entity with propositional 
character than to experience its sonorous articulation through time. 
Yet, information pickup, is not merely a passive phenomenon but an 
active search for information as mapped out already by Gibson who 
defined perceivers as perceptual systems that “search out” information 
which becomes “obtained” information by picking up information which 
is already structured and ordered as part of an organism-environment 
ecosystem (Gibson 1966 : 47). Perceivers, in this view, are “tuned” to 
the information that is considered to be useful : hence the role of key 
concepts as attunement, reciprocity and resonance and the correspond-
ing perceptual processes of detection, discrimination, recognition and 
identification (Gibson 1966, 1979; see also Reybrouck 2001a, 2005).

Event Perception and the Detection of Sonic Invariants
The perception of events has adaptive value. By providing cognitive 

schemes, which are helpful in making sense of the environmental world, 
they are helpful in schematizing the physical structures in the sonic 
environment. It is up to the listener, however, to decide to what extent 
these structures are considered relevant to their adaptive efforts. Event 
perception, in this view, can be considered as a schematizing process that 
“ecologizes” the stuff of the world either to render it more assailable by 
the organisms or to accommodate the organism to its environment (Shaw 
& Hazelett 1986). It entails categorical rather than auditory perception 
to the extent that it relies on discrete processing in which the event is 
heard directly as a global event rather than a sounding articulation over 
time. It is a conception which is related directly to two basic principles 
of categorization, namely cognitive economy and the principle of reality. 

As to the first, it is a major aim of categorization to provide the maxi-
mum of information with the least cognitive effort – this is the principle 
of cognitive economy –, by responding to them in terms of their class 
membership rather than their uniqueness (Bruner et al. 1956). This 
means that genuinely diverse inputs lead to a single output, without 
preserving the shape, size, position and other formal characteristics of 
the stimulus (Neisser 1987). Categorization, further, mostly starts from 
the assumption of an implicit ontological realism – as advocated in the 
early work of Rosch on categorization (Rosch & Lloyd 1978; see also 
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Dubois 1991) –, which means that the perceived world is not unstruc-
tured but consists of real and natural discontinuities and co-occurrent 
properties. This is the principle of reality. 

It is easy to translate this to the realm of music and to conceive of 
“event perception” as a kind of top-down processing of the music with 
schemata or labels that are assigned to segments of the sonorous un-
folding through time. Musical events, in this view, can be defined as 
higher-order variables which can be described as having time-varying 
complex acoustic properties with temporal constraints. Perceptual 
units in the range of 2 to 3 seconds have been identified as allowing 
event identification over time (Wittmann & Pöppel 1999-2000). Most 
musical events, further, have a clearly defined time of beginning and 
ending and have a gross temporal patterning as well (Handel, 1989). 
They hold a position between “invariance” and “change” with the extrac-
tion of invariants pertaining to either static or dynamic features of the 
stimuli. As such, it is possible to draw a distinction between structural 
and transformational invariants (Shaw et al. 1996; Michaels & Carello 
1981) : structural invariants refer to features that are not or only slowly 
changing, transformational invariants, on the contrary, refer to styles of 
change (Shaw & Pittenger 1978). The combined perception of both can 
be defined in intuitive terms as “something happening to something”, 
with the “something happening” referring to the transformational and 
the “something” to the structural invariants (Michaels & Carello 1981 : 
26). Recognizing the sound of a string instrument, for example, is a 
structural invariant, recognizing this sound as being bowed or plucked, 
is a transformational invariant. 

The concepts of invariants and events are tightly intertwined. The 
invariant act as a kind of glue that unitizes sequences of stimulus in-
formation into coherent events, which are extended in time (Bartlett 
1984). The latter can be described in terms of their invariants and be-
have as the basic building blocks which function as units in perception 
in memory. There is, however, no a priori agreement on their definition. 
It is possible, for example, to conceive of them at the level of individual 
notes, as mainly distinguishable discrete distinctions that unfold over 
time, but notes are not the only audible things that function as events. 
Especially in music, there is a fuzzy transition between actual sensa-
tion and representation. Real perception is limited to a small temporal 
window – coined as psychical present (Stern 1897) and spacious present 
(James1890 – through which listeners keep track with the unfolding 
over time. It can be defined as a “now” with a horizon of retension of 
what just passed and a protension on what is coming next. It is possi-
ble, however, to extend this temporal window to larger structures such 
as a motif or phrase, or even other temporal extensions. The challenge, 
however, is to determine the critical transition between an ecological 
event and a temporal structure that is perceived as something with 
unit-character, and it can even be questioned whether this distinction 
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is qualitative rather than gradual. 

The definition of a temporal gestalt unit is an example that conceives 
of events as distinct spans of time which are both internally cohesive 
and externally segregated from comparable time-spans that immediately 
precede and follow them (Tenney & Polansky 1980). It is somewhat 
related to the description of an auditory image as a psychological rep-
resentation of a sound entity which exhibits a coherence in its acoustic 
behavior (McAdams 1984). Other approaches have a more pronounced 
semiotic mark in their search for temporal semiotic units, which could be 
considered as minimal meaningful units for music that convey meaning 
through their dynamic organization over time (Frey et al. 2014). Start-
ing from an attempt to identify the specific temporal forms that show a 
development between two and several seconds, a taxonomy of several 
categories has been identified that could be described in six larger 
families with the following characteristics : sound parameters remain-
ing constant, evolving monotonously over time, evolving exponentially, 
first growing and then decreasing, following a Dirac function, or having 
a specific form (Bootz & Hautbois 2007).

Ecology, Biosemiotics and the Enactive Approach
The ecological approach to listening is a promising area of research. 

It takes as starting point the dynamic relationship between an organ-
ism and its environment, as coined already by Haeckel who conceived 
of ecology as the science of the relations between the organisms and 
the environmental outer world (Haeckel 1988/1866). Translated to the 
realm of music, this should mean that we substitute the listener for 
the organism and music for the environment (Reybrouck 2001a, 2005).

Such an interactional approach is somewhat at odds with the long-
held tradition in science to describe the world in a language that is 
incommensurable with our experiences. It entails a transition from a 
structural description of the music – in terms of disembodied categori-
cal terms – to a process-like approach to coping with the sonic world, 
somewhat related to the distinction between the logogenic and muso-
genic approach to musical sense-making (Tagg 2013). The logogenic ap-
proach assumes that musical meaning is conducive to verbal expression 
(words), the musogenic approach highlights those properties that can 
be put adequately in music Or put in other terms : music-structural 
knowledge can be equated with pre-existing concepts and labels that 
may be assigned to the sonorous unfolding (logogenic) or with a moment-
to-moment experience of the particularities of the musical unfolding in 
real time (Reybrouck 2017a). 

Adherence to the logogenic view has for long been the dominant 
paradigm in research on musical sense-making with a major focus on 
the lexico-semantic dimensions of conceptualization, but bypassing 
largely the particularities of a musical experience (Schiavio et al., 2016). 
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As such, alternative embodied/enactive models of mind – such as the 
“4E” model of cognition (embodied, embedded, enactive and extended, see 
Menary 2010) – have challenged this narrow, disembodied approach by 
defining meaning–making as an ongoing process of dynamic interactivity 
between an organism and its environment (Barrett 2011; Maiese 2011; 
Hutto & Myin 2013). Relying on the concept of enactivism as a cross-
disciplinary perspective on human cognition that integrates insights 
from phenomenology and philosophy of mind, cognitive neuroscience, 
theoretical biology, and developmental and social psychology (Varela 
et al. 1991; Thompson 2007; Stewart et al. 2010), enactive models 
understand cognition as embodied and perceptually guided activity 
that is constituted by circular interactions between an organism and 
its environment. Through continuous sensorimotor loops (defined by 
real-time perception-action cycles), the living organism – including the 
music listener/performer – enacts or brings forth his/her own domain 
of meaning (Colombetti & Thompson 2008; Reybrouck 2005; Thompson 
2005) without separation between the cognitive states of the organism, 
its physiology, and the environment in which it is embedded. Cognition 
and mind, in this view, originate in a continuous interplay between an 
organism and its environment as an evolving dynamic system (Hurley 
1998).

The enactive claims bring together the ecological and experiential 
approach to sense-making. Relying on the body with its sensory and 
motor tools as the interface for interaction with the environmental 
sounding world, they sound as a faint echo of the biosemiotic approach 
that was advocated already in the theoretical writings of von Uexküll. 
In emphasizing the construction of an inner world as the outcome of 
interactions with the world, he introduced the concept of functional cy-
cle, as a conceptual tool to describe behavior in terms of perception and 
action on the basis of a simple recursive loop that provides a descrip-
tion in terms of sensory-motor integration (von Uexküll 1957 [1934]). 
Contrary to the linearity of a stimulus-reaction chain – as a kind of 
reactivity to an external environment – he introduced the concept of 
“circularity” with both receptor and effector cues influencing each other. 
Every stimulus, in this view, presupposes a readiness to react, but it is 
up to the perceiver to select the stimuli which are approached as part 
of his/her subjectively perceived environment or Umwelt, as he coined 
the term. Such an Umwelt is a private subset of the world at large. It 
encompasses all the meanings of the world for a particular organism. 
The main emphasis, in this view, is the construction of an internal model 
of the world, which is the result of a mapping relations between an or-
ganism and its environment. They bring together the world of sensing 
and acting through processes of signification which invest the objects 
or events with perceptual and effector tones. As such, functional cycles 
describe sensory-motor interactions, which can be equated with elemen-
tary loops of functioning which consist of sensors, sensory processing, 
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a world model, a commands generator, actuators and the world where 
changes happen (Meystel 1998).

Extending on this view, it is possible to conceive of listeners as 
devices with an internal model of the music as environment. It is an 
idea that has been developed in the domains of cybernetics, robotics 
and biosemiotics, and which has received new momentum in recent 
research on adaptive control of percept-action loops in artificial devices 
(Ziemke & Sharkey 2001) and sensory-motor association learning as a 
central mechanism that underlies the development of internal models 
of knowledge (Burianová et al., 2013; Maes et al. 2014). 

Central in these approaches is the idea of circularity between stimu-
lus and reaction, in the sense that a situation as perceived leads to an 
activity that is evaluated in terms of its beneficial or expected results. 
What matters in this view are not the actions proper but their results. 
Playing a musical instrument, e.g., is a typical example of motor out-
put, which becomes a behavioral response to perceptual input, as soon 
as there is a modification or adjustment of the sound production as a 
result of feedback through the senses. What counts is the possibility of 
comparing actual sounds with a target performance which is present 
already in imagery.

Sense-Making and the Role of Subjectivity : Affordance and Func-
tional Tone

Von Uexküll’s writings have been influential in the fields of biose-
miotics and theoretical biology. His idea of circularity, e.g., has a lot 
of descriptive and explanatory power by emphasizing the role of func-
tional significance in knowledge construction. It has furthered to some 
extent also the boost of action and perception studies. By stressing 
the role of knowledge construction, he anticipated also on the major 
claims of second order cybernetics, which typically conceives of the 
observer as a participant and as part of the observed system. Such 
an approach revalues the role of subjectivity in sense-making with a 
shift from mere communication and control to the role of interaction 
(Brier 1999). Translated to the realm of music, this means that a lis-
tener has a lot of freedom in the delimitation of the elements that he/
she considers worthy of attention. It is possible, however, to reduce 
the virtual infinity of possible elements to manageable proportions 
by relying on ecological and biological constraints on coping with the 
sounds. The former are related to the sensory range of the senses with 
only a limited set of distinctions and observables being accessible for 
processing. The latter are related to the mechanism of event perception 
and the concepts of affordance and functional tone. 

The first – the concept of functional tone – was introduced by von 
Uexküll to describe the transformation of neutral objects into objects 
that function as meaning-carriers as soon as they enter into a relation-
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ship with a subject. This is demonstrated clearly in his example of an 
angry dog that is barking at a person on a country road. In order to 
drive away the dog, the person picks up a stone and throws it at the 
dog. The stone, in that case, changes its meaning from a “path-quality” 
to a “throw-quality”. It first lay on the ground, incorporated in the 
road to serve as a support for the walker’s feet. As soon, however, as 
it was picked up to throw it at the dog, it became a missile and a new 
meaning was imprinted on it (von Uexküll 1982 [1940] : 27). Another 
clarifying example is that of a tree that has a number of different quali-
ties or tones, dependent on the intentions that an animal or human 
being confers on it. It can be a shelter for a fox, a support for the owl, 
a thoroughfare for the squirrel or a source of valuable raw material 
for the forester (von Uexküll 1957 [1934]). It clearly demonstrates that 
there is no one-to-one relationship between an object in the outer world 
and its actual meaning. The way an organism perceives the world, in 
fact, is determined by a network of functional relations, which together 
constitute its phenomenal world or Umwelt. It means that the number 
of objects an organism can distinguish is equivalent to the number 
of functions it can carry out. Its subjective world, in that view, is the 
outcome of experiences with each new experience entailing a readjust-
ment to new impressions so that new functional tones can be created 
(von Uexküll, 1957 [1934] : 49).  

What matters in this approach, is the sensitivity to functional 
characteristics of the environment. It means that animals or organ-
isms in general perceive objects in the environment in terms of what 
they afford for the consummation of behavior rather than in terms of 
their objective perceptual features. It is a conception that is related 
to Gibson’s concept of affordance (Gibson 1966; see also Chimera 
2003). Affordances, in his view, are environmental supports for the 
intentional activities of an organism, which can be defined as the per-
ceived functional significance of an object, event or place. They are 
subjective qualities that render them apt for specific activities such 
as supporting locomotion, concealment, manipulation, nutrition and 
social interaction (Gibson 1979), but they are not merely subjective 
qualities. Relying on objective environmental features of the world as 
well as on perceiver-specific qualities, they go beyond the subjective/
objective dichotomy (Heft 2001). 

Applying this to the realm of music should mean that sounding 
events must be understood in terms of what they “afford” to the lis-
teners, rather than in terms of their acoustic qualities. The question, 
however, is to define what these musical affordances are. A rather 
obvious answer is related to the possibility to generate sound on the 
basis of raw material that is to be found in the external and internal 
environment. As such, two major possibilities can be considered : the 
production of musical instruments out of sounding material and the 
development of techniques for sound production and modulation of 
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the sound (Reybrouck 2012). As to the first, there is a whole history 
of instrument building, which was one prolonged search for applying 
craftsmanship to raw materials in order to produce musical sounds. 
The development of techniques for playing, on the other hand, embraces 
a while gamut of sound producing actions such as hitting, stroking, 
kicking and blowing, which can be refined further to modulate the 
sound. Strings, e.g., can be plucked or bowed, and even within the 
action category of bowing, there is a whole spectrum of shaping of the 
sound.  

Affordances, further, are not restricted to the activity signature of 
musical sounds. It is possible, in fact, to adopt a view that conceives of 
musical affordances also at the receptive level of experience, embrac-
ing perceptual qualities, mood induction qualities and socio-commu-
nicative qualities, which invoke aspects of sense-making, emotional 
experience, aesthetic experience, entrainment and judgments of value 
(Krueger 2011; Windsor 2004).

Musical affordances can thus be conceived either at the produc-
tive and the receptive level. The former did receive most attention up 
to now. It is possible, however, to bring together both approaches as 
exemplified in the huge body of action and perception studies (Hum-
mel et al. 2001; Leafed et al. 2017; Print & Chatter 2005). There is a 
distinction, however, between the action aspects of sound production 
and what this affords to the listener. To conceive of music in terms of 
experience involves, in fact, an aspect of egocentricity that describes 
subjective experiences in terms of bodily resonance or motor imagery 
that projects our bodily movements to the music. Such resonance can 
be considered as a phenomenal experience which involves the experi-
ence of movement but without the action being manifest. It corresponds 
to the so called “internal imagery” or “first person perspective” which 
enables the transition from overt action to internalized forms of ac-
tion. The whole process calls forth a kind of motor empathy, allowing 
listeners to experience the music as something that moves over time, 
while simultaneously experiencing this movement as a movement of 
the own body (Reybrouck 2001b). As such, motor components seem to 
be involved in perception and are an integral part of it (Mahon 2008; 
Noë 2004). Music, in this view, can be perceived in terms of its motor 
induction capacities, which means that music involves entrainment 
and the possibility to move in reaction to the sounds either in ways 
that are motivated in their relations to the sounds or in a more gen-
eral way as forces and energies which account for the perception and 
imagination of tension, resolution and movement. These movements, 
finally, can be overt and manifest but they can operate at virtual lev-
els of imagery and simulation as well. As such, one could arguably 
extend the action-related affordances to four major categories : the 
sound producing actions proper, the effects of these actions, bodily 
resonance and movements that may be induced by the sounds (Rey-
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brouck 2012, 2017a). 

Conclusion and Perspectives
The main aim of this paper was to provide an operational descrip-

tion of the way how listeners deal with music-as-heard. Starting from 
a definition of music as sonic environment, it argued for a broadening 
of scope from a restricted body of musical works to an approach that 
encompasses all possible kinds of sounds. Every listener, in this broader 
view, builds up relations with the sonic world, selecting some of the 
sounds to give them special meaning. As such, he/she constructs a 
sonic Umwelt, as the sum total of subjective meanings that are assigned 
to those elements that receive semantic weight. Musical sense-making, 
then, relies on music knowledge construction that must be generated as 
a tool for adaptation to the sonic world. It is a viewpoint that can been 
described in ecological terms as coping with the sounds if we conceive 
of listeners as organisms and of music as environment. 

The ecological approach is challenging. It has the advantage of 
broadening the scope of sense-making by embracing all kinds of so-
norous events into its theoretical framework. By stressing the role of 
functional significance and interactions with the world, it is also on 
a continuum with the biosemiotics claim of construction of an inner 
model of the world. Musical sense-making, in this view, holds a position 
between bottom-up and top-down processing. Starting from biological 
and dispositional constraints, which are dependent on the possibilities 
and limitations of the sensory system and the processing power of the 
brain, it can rely on several levels of processing, going from low-level 
reactivity to higher-level processing by the brain. Both levels are not 
opposed to each other but are complementary to some event with a 
dynamic tension between discrete and continuous processing of the 
sounds. The level of sensory processing, in fact, is continuous, but sense-
making relies on principles of cognitive economy, substituting discrete 
events with unit character for temporal extensions that are continuous 
in their unfolding. It thus seems that musical sense-making holds a 
hybrid position in between several ill-defined dichotomies such as the 
bottom-up/top-down approach, the discrete/continuous processing 
and the subjective/objective dichotomy. Some of these issues are the 
subject of ongoing research, but much more efforts are still needed to 
resolve this in a satisfactory way (Reybrouck 2017b).
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Abstract
This paper deals with musical sense-making in a real-time listening situation. 

Revolving around the ecological conception of organism-environment interaction, it 
elaborates on the interactions between the listener as an organism and the music as 
environment. The listener, in this view, can be described in terms of coping behavior 
that is shaped by biological and ecological constraints. Relying on the seminal work 
by von Uexküll and Gibson in the fields of biosemiotics and ecology, with a special 
emphasis on the concepts of functional tone and affordance, listeners are defined as 
organisms that actively seek for information by carrying out physical and epistemic 
interactions on the sonic environment. As such, they construct an inner model of 
the sonic world as the sum total of subjective meanings that are assigned to those 
elements that receive semantic weight. By stressing the role of functional significance 
and interactions, this approach is on a continuum with the biosemiotic claims that 
music knowledge must be generated as a tool for adaptation to the sonic world. 
Musical sense-making, in this view, relies on several levels of processing, going from 
low-level reactivity to higher-level processing by the brain. 

Keywords : Musical Sense-Making; Biosemiotics; Ecological Perception; Musical 
Affordances; Coping Behavior; Event Perception.

Résumé
Cet article traite de la signification musicale dans une situation d’écoute en 

temps réel. Articulé autour de la conception écologique de l’interaction organisme-
environnement, il explore les interactions entre l’auditeur en tant qu’organisme et la 
musique en tant qu’environnement. Selon ce point de vue, l’auditeur peut être décrit 
par son comportement d’adaptation, comportement façonné par des contraintes 
biologiques et écologiques. S’appuyant sur les travaux précurseurs de von Uexküll 
et de Gibson dans les domaines de la biosémiotique et de l’écologie, et en mettant 
particulièrement l’accent sur les concepts de tonalité fonctionnelle et d’affordance, les 
auditeurs sont définis comme des organismes qui recherchent activement des informa-
tions en effectuant des interactions physiques et épistémiques sur l’environnement 
sonore. Les auditeurs construisent ainsi un modèle intérieur du monde sonore 
comme la somme totale des significations subjectives attribuées aux éléments qui 
reçoivent un poids sémantique. En soulignant le rôle de la signification fonctionnelle 
et des interactions, cette approche s’inscrit dans une tradition biosémiotique selon 
laquelle la connaissance de la musique doit être générée en tant qu’outil d’adaptation 
au monde sonore. Dans cette perspective, la création de sens musical repose sur 
plusieurs niveaux de traitement, de la réactivité de bas niveau jusqu’aux traitements 
cérébraux plus élaborés.

Mots-clés : Création de sens musical; biosémiotique; perception écologique; 
affordances musicales; comportement d’adaption; perception d’événements.
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